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Abstract—This paper addresses decentralized motion planning
among a homogeneous set of feedback-controlled, decision-making
agents. It introduces the continuous control obstacle (Cn -CO),
which describes the set of Cn -continuous control sequences (and
thus trajectories) that lead to a collision between interacting agents.
By selecting a feasible trajectory from Cn -CO’s complement, a
collision-free motion is obtained. The approach represents an ex-
tension to the reciprocal velocity obstacle (RVO, ORCA) collision-
avoidance methods so that trajectory segments verify Cn continu-
ity rather than piecewise linearity. This allows the large class of
robots capable of tracking Cn -continuous trajectories to employ it
for partial motion planning directly—rather than as a mere tool
for collision checking. This paper further establishes that both the
original velocity obstacle method and several of its recently devel-
oped reciprocal extensions (which treat specific robot physiologies
only) correspond to particular instances of Cn -CO. In addition
to the described extension in trajectory continuity, Cn -CO thus
represents a unification of existing RVO theory. Finally, the pre-
sented method is validated in simulation—and a parameter study
reveals under which environmental and control conditions Cn -CO
with n > 0 admits significantly improved navigation performance
compared with inflated approaches based on ORCA.

Index Terms—Autonomous agents, path planning for multiple
mobile robot systems, reciprocal collision avoidance.

I. INTRODUCTION

SUCCESSFUL robot operation builds on at least three in-
terconnected competences, namely, localization, mapping,

and motion planning/control. The latter is concerned with com-
puting a (lowest cost) path or trajectory between two configura-
tions embedded in a cost field, while taking into account motion
constraints, static obstacles, and dynamic objects. The important
case where dynamic objects are decision-making agents forms
the topic of this paper.
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A. Related Work

Specific problems of the motion planning problem have been
studied since the late 17th century [1], but progress since has
proven slow and difficult. To this day, only a few local (convex)
problems concerned with stability and convergence—spanning
the modern field of control theory [2]—are understood analyt-
ically. It is thus not surprising that the large remaining space
of optimization problems has been attacked by approaches ad-
mitting various forms of approximations. In this regard, ad-
vances in deterministic graph search [3], [4], graph representa-
tion [5], [6], and randomized sampling-based methods [7] have
enabled (approximately optimal) solution strategies on a global
scale including obstacles. The resulting fundamental separation
between (global) planning and motion control has had a tremen-
dous influence on mobile robotic navigation and led to systems
fitted with multitiered navigation frameworks that often lacked
coherence between the individual modules [8]. The recent de-
velopment of asymptotically optimal sampling-based planning
algorithms [9] and optimal tree-based approaches [10] has con-
siderably softened this separation and, for the first time, enabled
truly unified system-compliant online motion planning with op-
timality guarantees. Consequently, robotic agents increasingly
operate in challenging dynamic environments with applications
as diverse as warehouse delivery [11], service robotics [12],
and entertainment [13]. Nonetheless, if this operation takes
place among other decision-making agents, system-compliant
planning alone does not seem adequate to ensure performant
navigation. Rather, it becomes important that the individual
planning strategies are aware of (and take into account) that
other agents are also engaging in a similar activity. Yet, many
prevalent navigation methods remain centralized and, hence,
do not scale well [14], [15] or are limited to open-loop motion
predictions instead of considering (collaborative) interaction di-
rectly [16], [17].

The reciprocal velocity obstacle (RVO) method [18], by con-
trast, models robot interaction both in a decentralized manner
and pairwise optimally. It restricts robots’ action capabilities to a
set of constant velocities. Under the assumption that other agents
also continue their present motion along a straight line trajec-
tory, future collisions may be estimated as a function of relative
velocity alone. Although RVO was originally developed as a col-
lision checking method for holonomic (i.e., omnidirectionally
actuatable) robots and results in C0-continuous trajectories, its
success in multirobot applications paved the road toward a multi-
tude of extensions to and revisions of the basic framework: The
optimal reciprocal collision-avoidance (ORCA) method [19]
prevents reciprocal dances and casts the problem into a lin-
ear programming framework, which can be solved efficiently.
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ORCA-DD [20] and NH-ORCA [21] are extensions to robots
of type unicycle, which artificially inflate the agents’ diameter
in compensation for the more constrained kinematics’ inabil-
ity to maneuver C0-continuous paths. However, these methods
still subject robots to sudden changes in speed. The acceleration
velocity obstacle (AVO) method [22] extends the continuity of
the RVO solution by one order (to a C1-continuous trajectory)
and, thus, obtains a smoother response that can be followed
by some dynamically constrained vehicles. Nevertheless, for
several practically relevant robot physiologies, continuity in ac-
tuators can still not be enforced. The B-ORCA method [23],
on the other hand, allows for arbitrary motion continuity, but
requires an inflation of the robot shape similar to [21].

Thus, despite the large body of related contributions, we note
that most of the extensions are limited toward a specific vehicle
model or a specific order of solution continuity. In this paper,
by contrast, we derive a unifying theory for reciprocal collision
avoidance based on the concept of control obstacles.

B. Contributions

This paper develops three main contributions. First, we intro-
duce the order n continuous control obstacle (Cn -CO), which
describes the set of feasible feedback control trajectories that
lead to a collision between interacting robots. The complement
of this set forms the basis for safe motion planning. The method
represents an extension to the RVO collision-avoidance method,
such that trajectory segments verify Cn continuity rather than
piecewise linearity. This property renders the presented method
suitable as the local motion planning component for the large
class of practically relevant robot physiologies that admit a lin-
ear or feedback-linearizable model representation.

Second, we establish that both the original velocity obstacle
(VO) method and several of its recently developed reciprocal
extensions (which treat specific robot physiologies only) cor-
respond to particular instances of Cn -CO. In addition to the
described extension in trajectory continuity, Cn -CO, thus, rep-
resents a unification of existing RVO theory.

Third, we conduct an experimental evaluation of Cn -CO on
a set of standard test scenarios. Additionally, we provide the re-
sults of a thorough parameter study that reveals under which
environmental and control conditions the presented method
with n> 0 is preferable over previous approaches that take
the vehicle’s kinematics into account via a radius enlargement
of the original (zero-order) ORCA framework (see [20], [21],
and [23]).

C. Limitations

While the Cn -CO method significantly extends the applica-
bility of the relative velocity paradigm (as outlined previously),
it also inherits some of VO’s limitations. In particular, Cn -CO
requires agents to conform to a circular shape. For noncircular
objects, collision avoidance is only guaranteed if the out-circle
of their shape is selected instead. Furthermore, all agents are
expected to employ the same collision-avoidance strategy, in-
cluding identical control parameters. For heterogeneous groups

of robots, a combination between Cn -CO and the method, which
is presented in [23], may be employed instead.

Finally, this paper describes a method for local navigation.
As such, it requires a global motion planner to guarantee con-
vergence among large static obstacles. One possible implemen-
tation is presented in Section VI, which results in an interactive
partial motion planning framework.

D. Organization

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Sec-
tion II, we review the relative velocity paradigm that the control
obstacle builds upon, extends, and unifies. We then develop
the Cn -CO method for linear robot models in normal form in
Section III. In Section IV, we describe the adaptations that are
necessary to enable the treatment of nonlinear systems via the
well-known method of feedback linearization. Section V de-
scribes how Cn -CO may be seamlessly integrated into global
graph search. The presented methods are then experimentally
validated on a set of standardized test scenarios (see Section VI).
Finally, in Section VII, we discuss the obtained results and con-
clude the paper in Section VIII.

II. BACKGROUND

The development of the Cn -CO method builds directly on
VO theory, and thus the relative velocity paradigm. In this sec-
tion, we outline the fundamentals of VO [24] and its reciprocal
extension ORCA [19]. We employ the formulation of [22], and
set scalars in lower case italics (x), vectors in lower case bold
(x), and sets in uppercase italics (X).

A. Velocity Obstacle

The original VO method [24] considers a single decision-
making agent A (of radius rA ), which is located at position pA

with velocity vA , that moves among known objects B. Agent
A’s velocity obstacle, which is induced by object B, can then
be introduced as a useful extension of the work-space obstacle
concept.

Definition 1 (Velocity Obstacle): The velocity obstacle
V Oτ

AB , which is induced for agent A by agent (or object)
B, for a time horizon τ is the set of all relative velocities
vAB = vA − vB of A with respect to B that will result in a
collision between A and B before time τ .

The VO method thus assumes that direct command of ve-
locities is feasible, and further that other objects and agents
continue to move along a linear extrapolation of their current
motion. Hence, it constitutes a predictive first-order method.
Under these assumptions, the colliding configurations at time t
are given by

‖pAB,0 + vAB t‖2 < rAB

where pAB,0 =pA (0)−pB (0), and rAB = rA + rB . The com-
posite velocity obstacle V Oτ

AB is obtained as the union of ve-
locities leading to collision

V Oτ
AB =

⋃

0<t≤τ

D
(
−pAB,0

t
,
rAB

t

)
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Fig. 1. VO and ORCA methods. (Left) Two agents A (located at pA ) and B (at pB ) interact using a VO-based method. In the VO formulation, A assumes that
B continues moving along its current velocity; hence, vB ,0 = vB ,∞. In the ORCA approach, A assumes that B also takes part in collision avoidance. (Center)
Velocity obstacle V Oτ

A B induced by B is composed of all relative new velocity choices vA B ,∞ = vA ,∞−vB ,∞ that lead to a collision before time τ . In the
VO formulation, A selects a new velocity vA ,∞ outside of V Oτ

A B ⊕ vB to remain safe. In the ORCA approach, a vector uA B is constructed that originates at
vA B and ends at the point on the VO boundary closest to vA B . (Right) ORCA approach only. Each agent is subjected to one ORCA half-plane constraint for
each interacting agent. Under the assumption that interaction proceeds fairly, ORCAA B is characterized by the point–direction pair (vA + uA B

2 , R( π
2 )uA B ),

where R(·) denotes the 2-D rotation matrix. In the case where robots are kinematically constrained, additional constraints that limit trajectory tracking error (such
as PA H VA

in the NH-ORCA approach [21]) may be specified. A then selects a velocity vA ,∞ that fulfills all constraints and minimizes the Euclidean distance to

a preferred velocity vpref
A , which is linked to the agent’s motion target.

where D(p, r) is the disk of radius r centered at p [22]. The
VO of A, which is induced by B, is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Collision avoidance is then accomplished as follows: Agent
A selects a new velocity vA,∞ /∈ V Oτ

AB ⊕ vB (with ⊕ the
Minkowski sum operator) to remain safe for at least τ sec-
onds under the stated assumptions. For local navigation, vA,∞
is usually selected so that it minimizes the Euclidean distance
to vpref

A , which in turn points in direction of the next (sub)goal
extracted from a global waypoint-based plan. vA,∞ is then ap-
plied for a short time period until the control loop begins anew.
In practice, the constant velocity assumption rarely holds but is
addressed by having a fast replanning loop.

B. Reciprocal Velocity Obstacle

In the presence of decision-making agents, rather than passive
dynamic objects, the assumptions underlying the VO approach
become inaccurate and may lead to strong oscillations in the
resulting trajectories. The recently introduced RVO [18] and
ORCA [19] methods eliminate these oscillations. They allow us
to compute a decentralized steady-state solution directly by im-
plicitly requiring that the collision avoidance effort is shared be-
tween interacting agents. We refer to such methods as predictive-
interactive first-order approaches. The RVO method proposes
a shifted formulation of that presented for the VO approach:
By shifting the collision cone by V Oτ

AB ⊕ vA +vB

2 instead of
V Oτ

AB ⊕ vB , interacting agents partake at least half in any
resulting avoidance maneuver. Unfortunately, the agents may
choose to avoid each other on opposing sides, which may result
in so-called reciprocal dances (not unlike to the ones observed
in human crowds) [19]. ORCA, on the other hand, constructs a
reciprocally collision-free velocity by solving an optimization
instance that involves linear constraints in velocity space, where

each constraint is computed from the VO induced by a particu-
lar neighboring agent. Additional constraints can be enforced to
account for actuator limits [21], [23]. Fig. 1 illustrates and de-
scribes the methods. Due to the use of linear constraints, ORCA
prevents oscillations altogether, and ensures that contradictory
decisions cannot be taken in absence of noise. See the literature
for a more thorough treatment of this topic.

III. Cn -CO: HIGHER ORDER CONTINUOUS VELOCITY

OBSTACLES FOR LINEAR SYSTEMS IN NORMAL FORM

A. Overview

We now proceed by developing the main contribution of this
paper. We construct the control obstacle of arbitrary continuity
Cn -CO, which represents the set of all colliding relative control
sequences between two interacting agents that perform feedback
control onto straight line reference trajectories [see (1)]. In con-
trast with other methods that have been developed for input or
control obstacles [25], [26], our approach admits a formulation
in relative velocity space that is suitable for reciprocal colli-
sion avoidance. In particular, vAB,∞ appears linearly and, thus,
separably in the resulting formulation, analogous to RVO. Our
restriction to straight line reference segments is a consequence
of this. Nonetheless, the transients locally ensure an expressive
path set suitable for local motion planning. This property is
exploited in Section V to integrate Cn -CO with global graph
search.

In this section, we develop the method for linear robot rep-
resentations in normal form (i.e., a chain of integrators; see
System 1), such as holonomic robots with acceleration con-
trol. In Section III-B, we derive a state feedback controller that
lets the agent converge onto straight line reference trajectories.
By using this formulation, the trajectories of two agents can
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be combined in relative velocity space from which a control
obstacle may be computed. This obstacle specifies the set of
control sequences leading to a collision (see Section III-C). Fi-
nally, in Section III-D, we describe how to transform the relative
control obstacle into absolute coordinates, while achieving the
desired reciprocity in collision avoidance in absence of explicit
communication.

B. Definitions

System 1 introduces the proposed agent description.
System 1 (Chain of Integrators):

p(n+1) = u.

Let u ∈ Rm be piecewise continuous, and (.)(n+1) represent
the derivative of order n+ 1 with respect to time. Then, the
resulting solution p(t) is Cn -differentiable. For n= 0, a sys-
tem representation that is directly compatible with the original
ORCA approach is obtained. In the case where the input signal
u(t) is such that System 1 is controlled onto (1), we furthermore
derive below that p(t) remains compatible with the relative ve-
locity paradigm. This motivates the definition of a more general
obstacle.

Definition 2 (Cn -Control Obstacle): The continuous control
obstacle of order n that is induced for agent A by agent B for
a time horizon τ (Cn -COτ

AB ) is the set of all relative desired
velocities at t→∞: vAB,∞ =vA,∞−vB,∞ of A with respect
to B that result in a collision before time τ if both agents are
modeled according to System 1 and controlled via state feedback
onto the piecewise linear trajectory given by (1).

C. Control Trajectory for Cn -CO

The linear trajectory segments resulting from the original
ORCA approach represent primitives for which reciprocal col-
lision avoidance for t → ∞ can be specified. In the Cn -CO
approach, we retain these segments as reference trajectories

pref (t) = pref ,0 + v∞t, t ∈ [0,∞) (1)

where v∞ represents the ideal (or desired) velocity vector at
t → ∞. The kinematic model of System 1 with n= 0 is able
to precisely follow such reference motions pref (t). Conversely,
in the case of n> 0, it cannot precisely track (1) for almost all
initial conditions. However, for n> 0, we may formulate a state
feedback control law

p(n+1) = u(t)

u(t) = cn (p(n)
ref − p(n))

+ · · · + c0(pref − p)

where ci are control parameters, and pref is specified according
to (1) with p(k)

ref ≡ 0,∀k > 1. The control input can then be
rewritten as

u(t) = −cnp(n) − · · · − c2 p̈

+ c1(v∞ − ṗ) + c0(pref ,0 + v∞t − p). (2)

We will now show that the resulting transients onto (1) also admit
a reciprocal formulation: System 1, which is controlled via the
feedback law (2) represents a nonhomogeneous linear ordinary
differential equation (ODE) whose solutions have been studied
extensively [27]. Such solutions consist of a complementary
pc(t) and a particular pp(t) part with p(t)=pc(t) + pp(t).
The particular solution corresponds to the reference trajectory
of (1) and is independent of the order of System 1

pp(t) = pref ,0 + v∞t, t ∈ [0,∞).

The complementary solution is obtained by solving the asso-
ciated characteristic polynomial

qn+1 + cnqn + · · · + c1q + c01 = 0

and accounts for the added continuity requirements of the Cn -
CO approach. For C0-CO (i.e., ORCA), the complementary
solution vanishes. In the general case, for the control law to
have a vanishing steady-state error, the boundary conditions
pc(0)= limt→∞pc(t) = 0 are imposed.

Example 1: (Construction of pC1
(t)) We illustrate the solu-

tion process for System 1 with continuity in velocity (n = 1).
Intuitively, System 1 with n = 1 can be thought of as a point
mass m attached to a moving reference position pref via a linear
spring with spring constant k and a damper with viscous damp-
ing coefficient d. The associated characteristic polynomial is

0 = q2 + c1q + c01

= q2 + d/mq + k/m1.

In this case, the system’s complementary solution admits three
stable regimes, namely, underdamped, overdamped, and crit-
ically damped control. The resulting regime is determined
through the control parameters ci or, equivalently, k and d.
In the absence of other constraints, the critically damped so-
lution (d = 2

√
mk) represents a natural choice, as it provides

the fastest nonoscillating decay to zero. After insertion of the

boundary conditions and with λ0 =
√

k
m , the complementary

solution takes the form

pc(t) = e−tλ0 [p0 − pref ,0

+ t (v0 − v∞ + λ0(p0 − pref ,0))] .

The combined solution for n= 1 is then given by

pC1
(t) = pp(t) + pc(t). (3)

We note that in (3), the desired velocity v∞ appears in the
linear and additive form that is required by the relative velocity
paradigm if the parameter λ0 is selected identically for all agents.
Example 1 thus demonstrates that there exist more complex
than linear motions that are compatible with the RVO family of
approaches. Similar results can be computed for the under- and
over-damped cases. However, then two distinct eigenvalues are
obtained.

The combined solution in (3) also unbosoms the similarity to
the AVO approach [22] that generates an input force proportional
to the difference between an agent’s instantaneous velocity v(t)
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Fig. 2. Trajectory continuity across replanning steps. Assume that robot A is
located at pA ,0 = p and faces upward with an initial velocity of vA ,0 = 1 m/s,
while a replanning event due to a new goal located to the right is triggered.
Using the ORCA = C 0 -CO approach, v∞ is attained immediately. Cn -CO-
controlled agents with n > 0 approach the new reference trajectory more slowly
and, thereby, ensure continuity of appropriate order. AVO [22] guarantees C1

continuity but retains a steady-state tracking error to pref .

and the reference velocity v∞

pAVO(t) = p0 + tv∞ + 1/λ0(e−tλ0 − 1)(v∞ − v0). (4)

A comparison between (3) and (4) affirms that AVO is indeed a
special case of C1-CO with spring constant c0 = 0. This choice
is responsible for AVO’s observed steady-state tracking error at
t → ∞, as depicted in Fig. 2.

It can be furthermore shown that all solutions that are obtained
by controlling System 1 of arbitrary order onto the reference tra-
jectory (1) via state-feedback are in accordance with the relative
velocity paradigm. In particular, the important case of n= 2
may be derived as

pC2
(t) = pC1

(t) + Fe−tλ1

+ ((λ1 − λ0)Ft − F ) e−tλ0 (5)

with

F =
a0 + 2λ0(v0 − v∞) + λ2

0(p0 − pref ,0)
(λ0 − λ1)2

and λ1 a design parameter that is related to the decay of the
initial acceleration a0 . Notice that pC1

(t) forms an additive part
of the solution. The derivation is analogous to Example 1.

Fig. 2 depicts pCn
(t) for n∈{0, 1, 2} and identical λ(·) . In

our present implementation, we select pref ,0 =p0 (i.e., the ref-
erence trajectory passes through the robot’s current position),
which substantially simplifies both (3) and (5) and allows for
a simple way to infer other agents’ reference position in ab-
sence of communication. In principle, pref ,0 could be used as
an additional degree of freedom for the placement of reference
trajectories, however. This would also allow us to regenerate
identical solution curves across replanning steps.

D. Derivation of Cn -CO

Given the general solution of System 1, we now construct
Cn -COτ

AB for two interacting agents A and B that each em-
ploy state feedback control onto their reference trajectory
pref (t), following the procedure outlined in Section III-C.
Cn -COτ

AB represents the set of relative reference velocities
vAB,∞ that result in a collision at time t≤ τ . Thus, Cn -
COτ

AB = {vAB,∞|‖pAB (t)‖2 ≤ rAB , t≤ τ} (see Fig. 3). For

Fig. 3. Control obstacle with continuity constraints (Cn -CO). (Left) Two
agents A (located at pA ) and B (at pB ) move along continuous trajecto-
ries using the Cn -CO approach. Their relative position pA B (t) can be ex-
pressed as a function of vA B ,∞. (Right) Continuous control obstacle Cn -
COτ

A B , which is induced for A by B, is then composed of all relative velocities
vA B ,∞ = vA ,∞−vB ,∞ that lead to a collision before time τ .

notational simplicity, we explain the solution process for the
example of n= 1.

Example 2 (Construction of C1-COτ
AB ): A collision between

agents A and B occurs if their relative position becomes smaller
than their combined radius, i.e., ‖pAB (t)‖ ≤ rAB . The agents’
relative position follows from (3) if λ0 is selected identically for
both of them

pAB (t) = pAB,0 + tvAB,∞ + e−tλ0 t(vAB,0 − vAB,∞).

The relative velocity vAB,∞ may be separated by dividing both
sides by t(1 + e−tλ0 ). We obtain

∥∥∥∥vAB,∞ +
pAB,0 + te−tλ0 vAB,0

t(1 + e−tλ0 )

∥∥∥∥ ≤ rAB

t(1 + e−tλ0 )
.

Finally, the continuous VO C1-COτ
AB is given by the union of

disks D centered at p�(t) with radius r�(t)

C1-COτ
AB =

⋃

0<t≤τ

D (p�(t), r�(t))

D (p�(t), r�(t)) = D

(
−pAB,0 + te−tλ0 vAB,0

t(1 + e−tλ0 )
,

rAB

t(1 + e−tλ0 )

)
.

Similar results hold for Cn -COτ
AB with higher order continuity,

as vAB,∞ always appears linearly and, thus, separably in the
solution of pAB (t). The left and right boundary segments b±(t)
of Cn -COτ

AB can be developed in closed form. They are given
by

b±(t) = p�(t) − r�(t)
ṙ�(t)

ṗ�(t) + q±
(

r�(t)
ṙ�(t)

ṗ�(t), r�(t)
)

with

q±(p, r) =
[

s ∓r
±r s

]
p

l

‖p‖2

s =
√

‖p‖2 − r2 .

These equations were first derived in [22] for AVO.
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E. Cn -CO in Reciprocal Collision Avoidance

Similar to the ORCA algorithm, we may require that each
agent partially engages in collision avoidance based on a linear
partitioning scheme to obtain reciprocity in navigation. How-
ever, contrary to VO, the boundary segments of Cn -CO with
n> 0 are curved, which would necessitate consideration of its
convex hull to properly designate the vector uAB (introduced
in Fig. 1). If the convex hull was applied on the whole control
obstacle, large parts of the feasible relative velocity space may
be wasted. Fortunately, interacting agents are typically subject
to input and state constraints. This allows us to restrict our at-
tention to the reachable subset (see Example 3) of the relative
velocity space, and apply the convex hull on that only. Let us thus
develop the shape of the reachable set VAB in relative velocity
space before proceeding with the computation of fair partitions.
VAB amounts to the Minkowski sum of the reachable sets in ab-
solute velocity space, namely, VAB = VA ⊕−VB . Their shape,
in turn, depends on the particular constraints and agent model
considered. Constraints arising from generic (non)linear models
are discussed in Section IV. For decoupled linear systems, how-
ever, state constraints act along each dimension of the physical
space independently, resulting in simple reachable shapes for
VA and VB . Let us illustrate this with an example.

Example 3 (Set of Reachable Velocities VA,∞ Using C1-CO):
From (3) and its derivatives, the time instances text at which ex-
tremal velocities vext and accelerations aext occur along control
trajectories are given by

vext = v(2/λ0) = v∞ − (v0 − v∞)e−2

aext = a(3/λ0) = (v0 − v∞)e−3λ0 .

By observing the values both at these points and at the bound-
aries, the set of terminal velocities v∞, which is compliant with
velocity and acceleration constraints, is obtained. For decou-
pled linear system models, the resulting set is square. In order
to guarantee equal responsiveness in all directions, we restrict
VAB,∞ to its in-circle, however.

The procedure for n> 1 is identical to the one in Example
3, but the number of extremal points that need to be verified
grows with n. In practice, it is thus often more appropriate to
sample a discrete set of trajectories p(t) and selectively discard
control sequences that lead to a violation of a system constraint.
By doing so, arbitrary constraints may be considered.

After VAB,∞ (i.e., the set of reachable relative velocities)
has been computed, a collision-free velocity for each agent
can be obtained analogously to [22], as depicted in Fig. 4: A
half-plane HAB is placed tangentially onto the convex hull of
VAB,∞ ∩ Cn -COτ

AB so that the minimal signed distance to vAB

is maximized. The vector connecting the convex Hull with vAB

is again denoted by uAB . In each interacting agent A’s absolute
velocity space, linear half-plane constraints are then applied at
vA + uA B

2 , in direction of R(π
2 )uAB , where R(·) denotes the

2-D rotation matrix. For the duration of a control cycle, each
agent then selects the feasible velocity v(·),∞ that minimizes the
Euclidean distance to its preferred velocity.

Let us conclude this section with the following remarks: The
Cn -CO approach allows us to apply the RVO concept in closed

Fig. 4. Reciprocal collision avoidance using Cn -CO (described for agent
A). (Left) Set of reachable relative velocities VA B ,∞ is colored in red, Cn -
COτ

A B in light gray, and the convex hull of their intersection VA B ,∞ ∩ Cn -
COτ

A B in dark gray. uA B is computed by intersecting VA B ,∞ with a half-plane
HA B . The half-plane HA B is constructed via tangential placement onto the
convex hull of VA B ,∞ ∩ Cn -COτ

A B through the point on the convex hull
that maximizes the signed minimal distance dm in between vA B and HA B .
uA B is a vector perpendicular to HA B with ‖uA B ‖2 = dm in . (Right) uA B is
used to construct linear half-plane constraints in each agent’s absolute velocity
space analogical to the ORCA approach: Under the assumption that interaction
proceeds fairly, ORCAA B is characterized by the point–direction pair (vA +
uA B

2 , R( π
2 )uA B ), where R(·) denotes the 2-D rotation matrix. A then selects

the velocity vA ,∞ in accordance with all constraints that minimize the Euclidean

distance to its preferred velocity vpref
A . This procedure is repeated at control

frequency.

form to the class of robot models equivalent to System 1. And
while such models rarely depend on solution continuity beyond
C1 , more general (non)linear systems often do. In Section IV,
we extend Cn -CO’s applicability to a large class of (non)linear
robotic systems that can be brought into an equivalent (higher
order) representation in normal form via feedback linearization.
This ensures the practical relevance of Cn -CO with n> 1.

IV. Cn -CO APPLIED TO FEEDBACK LINEARIZABLE SYSTEMS

In the previous section, we described a reciprocal collision
avoidance framework for linear integrators of arbitrary order
and thus continuity. In this section, the framework is extended
via feedback linearization to a broader range of both linear and
nonlinear agent models. The procedure is as follows: If found to
be conformant, the system under consideration is first feedback
linearized (see Section IV-A). Second, a collision-free reference
trajectory of sufficient continuity (see Sections IV-C and D)
is computed following the method of Section III for the equiv-
alent system in linear normal form. Third, input and state con-
straints that stem from the nonlinear system may be added to
the optimization problem, as described in Section IV-E. The
ensuing optimization results in the selection of v∞. Finally, the
nonlinear system is controlled onto the selected high-order ref-
erence trajectory given by (1), using the input transformation
obtained from the feedback linearization step.

A. Feedback Linearization

Feedback linearization is a well-known control technique that
allows us to modify a controlled system’s inputs so that its
input–output (and in some cases input-state) behavior assumes
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the linear normal form of System 1. Such systems can thus
be controlled via well-understood linear control theory. Con-
versely, the Cn -CO framework—which we developed for linear
systems above—can be naturally extended to feedback lineariz-
able systems. The technique is applicable to systems of the
following form.

System 2 (General Feedback Linearizable System):

ẋ = f(x) + g(x)v

y = h(x)

with x being the state vector, and y being the output of the
system. The aim is then to derive an appropriate control input
transformation

v = a(x) + b(x)u

that creates a linear mapping between u and y [28]. We distin-
guish between static and dynamic feedback linearization. Static
feedback linearization applies to systems that are fully con-
trollable about their reference point already. Examples include
generic linear systems. In that case, the resulting equivalent sys-
tem in normal form is of the same order as the original system.
If, on the other hand, the reference point is not fully controllable
(such as p in Systems 4 and 5), the state space needs to be aug-
mented with dynamic compensators, resulting in a higher order
equivalent system in normal form [29].

It turns out that many robotic system models of practical
relevance are feedback linearizable but we will, in this paper,
restrict our attention to general linear systems, kinematic unicy-
cles, and bicycle models for two main reasons. On one hand, they
are interesting in view of their practical relevance—omnidrives,
diff-drive robots, and cars may all be modeled this way. On the
other hand, this choice allows us to show that Cn -CO subsumes
both ORCA-DD [20], which was developed for unicycles, and
LQR-obstacles [30], [31], which has (independently from our
study) been developed for general linear systems.

B. Selected Agent Models

The most general class of time-invariant linear systems may
be expressed as follows.

System 3 (General Linear System):

ẋ = F x + Gv

where F is an (n+ 1)× (n+ 1) matrix, and G is of size
(n+ 1)×m, with m the number of inputs.

Kinematic models of unicycles and bicycles, on the other
hand, belong to the class of nonholonomic, and, thus, nonlinear
systems. Such systems have in common that they are subject to
at least one nonholonomic constraint. The kinematic model of
a unicycle is given by System 4.

System 4 (Unicycle):

ẋ =
[
ṗ

δ̇

]
=

⎡

⎣
ṗ1

ṗ2
δ̇

⎤

⎦ =

⎡

⎣
cos δ

sin δ
0

⎤

⎦ v1 +

⎡

⎣
0

0
1

⎤

⎦ v2

Fig. 5. Nonholonomic system models. (Left) Bicycle model of a car. It is
steered via throttle vcar and steering wheel velocity ϕ̇. The reference point is
usually selected at the center of the rear-wheel axle, but another common choice
includes the center of the front-wheel axle (pf ). In the latter case, vcar is applied
at the front wheels as well. (Right) Unicycle model of a differential-drive robot
that is steered via left and right wheel motors. Forward and rotational velocity
result in vdd = (vr + vl )/2, ωdd = (vr − vl )/b.

with v = (v1 , v2)T , the forward and rotational speed of the
platform, respectively. The relevant variables are introduced in
Fig. 5.

In contrast with the unicycle, bicycles are commonly com-
manded via the throttle v1 = ‖ ṗ ‖ and the front wheel’s steering
velocity v2 = ϕ̇. The kinematic model of a bicycle with rear-
wheel drive is represented as follows.

System 5 (Rear-Wheel Driven Bicycle):

ẋ =

⎡

⎣
ṗ

θ̇
ϕ̇

⎤

⎦ =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

ṗ1

ṗ2

θ̇
ϕ̇

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

cos θ

sin θ

tan ϕ/l
0

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦ v1 +

⎡

⎢⎢⎢⎣

0

0
0

1

⎤

⎥⎥⎥⎦ v2 .

A structural similarity between Systems 4 and 5 becomes appar-
ent by moving the bicycle’s reference point to the front axle cen-
ter [29]. The resulting system, a bicycle with front-wheel drive,
may be thought of as a unicycle with a trailer attached [29];
hence, δ = θ + ϕ. The derivation of the aforementioned robot
models are described in [6] and [29].

C. Linearization via Static State Feedback

We noted that static feedback linearization is applicable to
systems whose reference point is fully controllable. To this end,
let us first consider general linear systems (characterized by
System 3). Such models are said to be fully controllable iff
[F, FG, . . . , F n+1G] has full rank. Under the assumption of
full controllability, System 3 then admits feedback linearization
into System 1, thanks to its conformance with System 2. Inter-
estingly, the LQR obstacle method [30] steers precisely such
general linear systems onto straight line reference trajectories
using state feedback control. Hence, Cn -CO completely sub-
sumes the LQR obstacle method on the basis of System 2 and
feedback linearization.

We now proceed with the nonlinear systems, which are intro-
duced in Section IV-B. For Systems 4 and 5, the reference point
p is not fully controllable. Following [29], any reference point
p̂ to the front of the vehicle axles is fully controllable, how-
ever, and linearization via static feedback becomes feasible. For
symmetry reasons, the new reference point p̂ is usually chosen
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Fig. 6. Consequence of feedback linearization on the effective robot radius.
Dynamic feedback linearization allows us to retain the reference point p (and
pf , respectively) allowing us to formulate Cn -CO with the true robot radius r
(i.e., the out-circle of the robot, which is colored in dark gray). Static feedback
linearization necessitates a redefined reference point p̂, which increases the
effective radius to R(r, Δ), which is shown in light gray. (Left) Unicycle.
(Right) Bicycle.

as follows (depicted in Fig. 6):

p̂ = p + [cos δ, sin δ]T Δ

where Δ> 0 defines the maneuverability of the vehicle. For the
robot of System 4, the following relations hold:

˙̂p = u

v1 = u · [cos δ, sin δ]T

v2 = u · [− sin δ, cos δ]T /Δ.

System 4 is then controllable about p̂ with holonomic velocity
inputs given by u and Cn -CO may be applied at this point.
Due to the internal dynamics of the new system and the circular
shape requirement of VO-based methods, an increased radius,
which is given by R = r + Δ, is required. This leads to the
situation depicted on the left side of Fig. 6 and where C0-CO is
equivalent to the ORCA-DD approach presented in [20]. Note
that the parameter Δ is variable so that it may be decreased in
dense situations—at the expense of lateral maneuverability.

As established in Section IV-B, a front-wheel driven bicycle
is mathematically equivalent to a unicycle (System 4) pulling a
trailer with relative orientation ϕ. Analogous to the aforemen-
tioned case, such a system is then controllable about p̂, and
Cn -CO can be applied at this point. Nevertheless, in this case,
the increased radius R, which is centered at p̂, may become
prohibitively large, as depicted on the right side of Fig. 6. Note
that this method, likewise, extends to vehicles with trailers—at
the cost of the corresponding enlargement. By contrast, dynamic
feedback linearization does not require artificial inflation of the
vehicle radius, as even partially controllable reference points p
can be employed in that case.

D. Linearization via Dynamic State Feedback

Dynamic feedback linearization overcomes the noncontrol-
lability of p via so-called dynamic extension. Here, we apply
it again to Systems 4 and 5. The degree of the extension is
dependent on the number of states of the original system.

For the kinematic unicycle, its three states need to be ap-
pended by a single dynamic compensator only. The resulting

chain of integrators is of second order, as derived in [29], and
hence, C1-CO applies

p̈ = u

v1 = ‖ṗ‖

v2 = v1
ṗ1 p̈2 − ṗ2 p̈1

(ṗ1 ṗ1 + ṗ2 ṗ2)3/2 .

After optimization, the inputs to the original system (v1 , v2)T

can be deduced from the holonomic solution trajectory (and
its derivatives). Recalling System 4, this implies δ ∈C0 , and
ṗ∈C0 . If continuity in the actuators and in the curvature of
the unicycle’s trajectory is desired (kinodynamic case), C2-CO
becomes necessary.

Dynamic feedback linearization thus allows us to retain the
vehicle reference point p, and avoids artificial inflation of the
robot radius r that the shifting of p would entail. This benefit
comes at the price of a higher order model.

For the rear-wheel driven bicycle (System 5), the same pro-
cedure results in the following chain of integrators and input
transformations [29]:

...
p = u

v1 = ‖ṗ‖

v2 = lv1
(
...
p2 ṗ1 −

...
p1 ṗ2)v1 − 3(p̈2 ṗ1 − p̈1 ṗ2)(ṗ1 p̈1 + ṗ2 p̈2)

v6
1 + l2(p̈2 ṗ1 − p̈1 ṗ2)2 .

This result can be motivated as follows: For the kinematic ver-
sion of the bicycle, the linear and steering velocities must at least
verify v1 , v2 ∈ C−1 . Recalling System 5, this implies ϕ ∈ C0 ,
θ ∈ C1 , and ṗ ∈ C1 , which necessitates C2-CO. If the conti-
nuity requirements are increased to continuity in steering rate
ϕ ∈ C1 (kinodynamic model), C3-CO is needed.

We note that the aforementioned formulations do not inher-
ently respect system constraints. Handling of actuator and state
constraints is described next.

E. Nonlinear Constraint Satisfaction

In Section III-E, we established that for decoupled linear
systems, the set of attainable velocities VAB,∞(vAB,0) is a
square (or, more conveniently, its in-circle) centered at p0 . For
feedback-linearized systems, the situation is more complex, as
the actuator and state constraints of the underlying system may
impose nonlinear requirements on the attainable shapes of the
solution trajectory p(t). While, in principle, the individual sets
of constraint-compliant velocities VA,∞ can be computed us-
ing agent A’s system model, in general, the transformed con-
straints do not admit a closed form solution. Instead, we may
(exhaustively) sample from VA,∞, and for each resulting tra-
jectory numerically verify conformance with nonlinear system
constraints. This operation may be performed offline and stored
in a constraint mask that represents the set of reachable veloci-
ties (for discretized initial conditions), as proposed in [23].
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F. Reciprocal Collision Avoidance

Reciprocal collision avoidance for feedback linearized sys-
tems proceeds similarly to Section III-E, except that the set
VAB,∞ of reachable relative velocities at t→∞ is obtained by
taking the Minkowski sum of the individual agents’ constraint
masks computed previously. Consequently, the set VAB,∞ will
in general no longer be convex. By selecting its out-circle ṼAB ,∞
for the purpose of constructing the half-plane HAB only, we en-
sure that feasible actions are never inhibited. On the other hand,
we need to ensure that unreachable velocities will later be dis-
carded again. The half-plane constraint HAB is then computed
tangent to the convex hull of ṼAB ,∞ ∩ Cn -COτ

AB so that its
signed minimal distance dmin to vAB is maximized. The vec-
tor uAB is formed perpendicular to HAB with ‖uAB ‖2 = dmin
and is used to construct ORCA half-plane constraints in each
agent’s absolute velocity space. Finally, each agent A selects the
collision-free velocity within VA,∞ that is closest to its preferred
velocity vpref

A . Due to the potential nonconvexity of the set VA ,
this optimization may be efficiently solved by a wavefront prop-
agation algorithm that proceeds from vpref

A outward [23], [32].

V. Cn -CO EMPLOYED IN PARTIAL MOTION PLANNING

The practice of employing the Euclidean distance to vpref

as optimization criterion has rendered relative velocity-based
methods inherently local—and thus prone to local minima in
the vicinity of concave static obstacles. Cn -CO’s direct incor-
poration of an agent model, on the other hand, facilitates the
adoption of a global optimization criterion. The key insight
lies in the existence of a bijection between elements of V(·),∞
and trajectory segments p(·)(t): A sampling in V(·),∞ forms a
highly expressive trajectory set locally that approaches the vari-
ous straight line reference velocity vectors at t→∞ (see Fig. 2).
By considering these system-compliant segments up to a time
horizon τ only (linked to the control parameter λ(·)), a tree of
depth one is obtained. This tree may be searched and extended
online using a graph search method compatible with the system
models underlying Cn -CO, such as ARAE∗ [10] or RRT∗ [9].
During search, sampled edges at depth one that are found to be
in violation of fair interaction principles (i.e., segments that do
not conform with the imposed linear constraints) are discarded.
The same applies to segments (at any search depth) in collision
with static obstacles. By running these components in a loop at
control frequency, an interactive model-predictive partial mo-
tion planning framework is obtained. This is demonstrated in
Section VI-C.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

The experimental section is divided into four parts. In
Section VI-A, we provide experimental evidence supporting the
adequacy of key design choices made during the development of
Section III. In particular, we quantitatively specify the advantage
of modeling a curved higher order collision cone (in accordance
with robot dynamics) over the much simpler instance of the
original VO approach—even if a linear half-plane constraint is
used to partition sets of fair velocities for performance reasons.

Tied to this, we provide evidence that in absence of (inefficient)
centralized optimization, it seems difficult to obtain significantly
better results by using a partition scheme different from said fast
linear approach. In Section VI-B, we perform simulated mul-
tiagent navigation experiments. Specifically, we assess C1-CO
against inflated C0-CO (representing a generic controller track-
ing ORCA) for a large set of environmental and agent conditions.
In Section VI-C, we demonstrate that Cn -CO can be seamlessly
integrated into a global navigation framework. For Sections
VI-B and C, we have included a supplementary color MPEG-4
file that visualizes typical sample runs. This material is avail-
able at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org. Finally, in Section VI-D, the
runtime performance and scalability of the presented methods
are analyzed.

A. Assessment of Design Choices

The exposition of this paper is largely based on the assumption
that Cn -CO’s collision cone with n > 0 is at most as large as the
corresponding omnidirectionally inflated C0-CO. This is quan-
titatively verified via a comparison between the C1-CO method
and an ε-inflated C0-CO method tracked by a generic controller,
where ε accounts for tracking errors. The latter method essen-
tially corresponds to NH-ORCA [21]. However, for better com-
parability, we substitute its controller with the one employed in
C1-CO.

We furthermore observed that Cn -CO’s curved shape com-
plicates the construction of a fair partition scheme. In Sec-
tion III, we opted for a well-known linear partition for com-
putational performance reasons. The potential loss in solution
quality stemming from this decision, with respect to a nonlinear
partition scheme, thus, also requires analysis. The size of the ob-
tained partition |V | or the minimal distance between vAB,0 and
the boundary of the partition (i.e., dmin ) serve as performance
criteria.

1) Linear Versus Nonlinear Constraints: Let us recall from
Fig. 4 that the Cn -CO method selects a half-plane HAB such
that the signed shortest distance dmin between the convex hull
of VAB,∞ ∩ Cn -COτ

AB and vAB,0 is maximized. This is equiv-
alent to the maximization of the radius rmin of a disk cen-
tered at vAB,0 . Hence, we observe that our method favors al-
lotment of fair velocities close to the current absolute veloci-
ties over maximizing the overall size of the set. For higher or-
der models and the associated—characteristically nonconvex—
collision cones, partitions more efficient than those arising
from linear constraints could be constructed. However, many
such (e.g., deconvolution-based) methods are not well posed
inside a distributed framework and, thus, require centralized
coordination. By retaining the same optimization criteria as
for the ORCA algorithm, for comparison purposes, a (com-
putationally expensive) decentralized nonlinear iterative wave-
front expansion method can be designed to partition curved
collision cones instead. This method incrementally expands
a wavefront from vA and vB simultaneously. The covered
velocities are then appropriated to the sets of fair velocities
V̂A,∞ and V̂B ,∞, respectively. Expansion in a particular direc-
tion is interrupted if the Minkowski sum of the two growing
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Fig. 7. Assessment of design choices. (Left) Comparison of rm in and |V̂A B ,∞| between C 1 -CO and ε C 0 -CO for control parameters λ0 = 0.50 s−1 . Displayed

are the relative values A:
r C 1 −C O

m in −r ε C 0 −C O
m in

r C 1 −C O
m in

and B:
|V |C 1 −C O

m in −|V |ε C 0 −C O
m in

|V |C 1 −C O
m in

, respectively. (Center) Same scenario for λ0 = 0.25 s−1 . (Right) Comparison

between the C 1 -CO method performing a wavefront-based nonlinear partition of V̂A B ,∞ and the C 1 -CO method based on a linear partition. Control parameters

are selected as λ0 = 0.25 s−1 . Displayed are the relative values C:
r w av e

m in −r O R C A
m in

r w av e
m in

and D:
|V |w av e

m in −|V |O R C A
m in

|V |w av e
m in

. We observe that the nonlinear method’s improvement

in minimal radius rm in is insignificant (i.e., below the 0.05 m discretization) in almost all cases (27 490 out of 28 802). Displayed are the significant cases only.

sets V̂AB ,∞ = V̂A,∞ ⊕−V̂B ,∞ intersects the nonlinear collision
cone Cn -COτ

AB . The method terminates once the boundary can-
not be expanded any further. In practice, we implemented this
approach via a discrete scheme using polar coordinates centered
around the agents’ current velocities with 0.05 m/s radial and
π/50 rad/s tangential discretization.

The experimental setup consists of two identical circu-
lar interacting agents A and B of radius 1.0 m. Agent A is
placed at the origin. Successively, a discrete set of speed lev-
els sA = {−0.5 : 0.25 : 0.5}m/s is applied in direction θA =
{π/4 : π/4 : π}. Agent B is successively placed on a rectangular
grid with coordinates pB = {(2.5 : 0.5 : 5, 2.5 : 0.5 : 5)}m, and
subjected to velocities from the same set as that of agent A. For
both agents, the eigenvalues of the closed-loop system are either
placed at λ01 = 0.5 s−1 or at λ02 = 0.25 s−1 . These choices cor-
respond to maximal acceleration constraints amax1 = 1.0 m/s2

and amax2 = 0.5 m/s2 , respectively, occurring for 90◦ turns at
vmax = 1 m/s. The amax -values roughly represent upper limits
for road-borne vehicles on dry and wet roads, respectively, after
which tires start to slip. We draw statistics over the whole set of
configurations.

As expected, the more involved wavefront expansion gener-
ally produces fair sets of larger rmin—the largest differences are
observed in cases where the collision cone is strongly curved.
However, in the overall context, the gains are mostly insignifi-
cant. In fact, only 1312 out of 28 802 samples resulted in an in-
crease in rmin larger than the discretization employed (0.05 m/s).
The right side of Fig. 7 visualizes the distribution of the improve-
ment of rmin over the 1312 significant experiments. In the light
of these findings, the choice favoring the much faster linear
constraints is justified.

2) Partition size of C1-CO Versus εC0-C0: Prior to this
study, most RVO-based methods required an inflation of the
effective agent radii to compensate for the systems’ inabil-
ity to follow C0-continuous trajectories. Hence, we assess the
advantage of employing Cn -CO (subject to linear constraints,
as justified previously) for higher order robot models directly

over the simpler specification of an ε-inflated linear collision
cone.

Let us consider the same experimental setup as in Section VI-
A1 composed of two agents A and B. We examine two maxi-
mization criteria. The first one pertains to the minimal radius of
a disk centered around vAB,0 (as in the ORCA method). The
second one is complementary and concerns the size of the fair
velocity set |V̂AB ,∞|.

For the inflated C0-CO approach, the optimal result repre-
sents a tradeoff between increasing ε (which increases the size
of the set of trackable velocities) and decreasing inflation (which
represses the half-plane boundary constraint). While in theory
the inflation value ε may be adaptively selected, practical as-
pects further constrain this choice. In fact, pairwise interactions
between multiple agents may produce differing optimal values
(according to one of the mentioned criteria). Nonetheless, in our
comparison limited to a single interaction, we densely sample
over ε values and select the one that maximizes the appropriate
metric. The results should thus be interpreted as a best possible
outcome for the εC0-CO approach, which may not fully mate-
rialize in multiagent navigation. As the left side and center of
Fig. 7 show for λ0 ∈ {0.25, 0.5} s−1 , however, the higher order
solution is even under these conditions significantly preferable,
producing both larger rmin and |V̂AB ,∞| at the same time. On
the other hand, the results also suggest that the performance of
both approaches converges for agents admitting even faster dy-
namics, i.e., λ0 > 0.5 s−1 . This corresponds to agents for which
a first-order model is approximately applicable.

Together, the aforementioned two results justify our proposed
approach in general and the choice for linear constraints fitted
onto the nonlinear collision cone in particular.

B. Assessment of Local Multiagent Navigation Performance

While the aforementioned test cases indicate that an agent
employing C1-CO is generally allowed more avoidance options
than one using inflated C0-CO, these theoretical benefits do not
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Fig. 8. Local multiagent navigation. Circle swap with eight agents employing C1 -CO. Eigenvalues are set at λ0 = 0.5 s−1 . Once agents have agreed on an
avoidance topology, the physical constraints inherent to the agents preserve stability. By employing a navigation scheme with a slight avoidance preference to a
common side, efficient avoidance patterns reminiscent of roundabouts emerge.

Fig. 9. Local multiagent navigation. (Left) Experimental setup consisting of two sets of agents S1 and S2 that operate within a bounded scene, as described
in Section VI-B2. (Right) Displayed are the 25, 50, and 75 percentile convergence times for said randomized experiments. For each parameter combination, 20
experiments have been performed. (Right—Top row) C 1 -CO. (Right—Bottom row) ε C 0 -CO. The results demonstrate that the advantage of employing a higher
order Cn -CO over inflated C 0 -CO materializes stronger for slow agent dynamics. Conversely, for fast agent dynamics, i.e., λ0 ∈ [0.5,∞) s−1 , the performance
of both approaches converges. The same conclusions apply for densely versus sparsely populated scenarios. A color video of this experiment is available at
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org.

necessarily need to materialize in typical planning scenarios. To
this end, we compare the C1-CO approach versus an inflated
C0-CO approach on a series of test cases.

1) Local Navigation in a Circle Swap: Let us consider a
circular setup, composed out of eight agents employing C1-
CO with λ0 = 0.5 s−1 . Agents need to exchange their position
diametrically. The circle swap represents a hard scenario for
decentralized local navigation approaches. In contrast with or-
dinary ORCA, local minima (occurring in the cluttered center)
are much more difficult to resolve (via, e.g., random walks)
due to the constrained kinematics of the platforms considered.
Conversely, once agents agree on an avoidance topology, the
physical constraints preserve stability. By employing a scheme
that prefers avoidance to one side (similar to humans), efficient
patterns reminiscent of roundabouts emerge (see Fig. 8).

2) Local Navigation in Counterflow: Next, let us consider
a scenario composed of two sets of agents. The two sets are
bounded by rectangles of 20 m × 10 m size, and are separated
by 40 m (displayed on the left side of Fig. 9). Agents are circular
with r = 1 m and obey vmax = 1.0 m/s. Sensor limits are mod-
eled as uniformly distributed noise σ ∈ [−0.05, 0.05] m on po-
sition estimates. Goal locations are placed in direction of the op-
posing set of agents at±∞m. For each agent, the time is elapsed
between its start position and 50 m toward the goal. Conse-

quently, the first encounters between agents of different sets, on
average, occur after 25 m. Simulations are aborted after 4 tmin ,
where tmin is the minimal time required to traverse the scene
in absence of other agents. Experiments are performed over
increasingly more densely populated scenes (between 5% and
30% of the rectangular areas covered by agents), and decreasing
agent dynamic capabilities λ0 ∈ {0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0} s−1 .
For each parameter combination, statistics are drawn over 20
simulations. Fig. 9 displays the 25, 50, and 75 percentile con-
vergence times for the described randomized experiments. Note
that deadlocks usually resolve spontaneously due to perception
noise. The results confirm our earlier finding that the advantage
of employing a higher order Cn -CO over inflated C0-CO ap-
pears strongest for slow agent dynamics. Conversely, for fast
agent dynamics, λ0 ∈ (0.5,∞] s−1 , the performance of both ap-
proaches converges. The same conclusions apply for densely
versus sparsely populated scenarios.

C. Demonstration of Cn -CO in Partial Motion Planning

Natural environments usually consist of static obstacles in ad-
dition to dynamic agents. These obstacles may attain arbitrary
shapes and are often concave, which renders VO-based meth-
ods in their basic form prone to local minima. In Section V,
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Fig. 10. Global multiagent navigation. Both agents employ the heuristic graph search strategy, which is described in Section VI-C: First, fair partitions in absolute
velocity space are computed between interacting agents using the C1 -CO method with a time horizon of τ = 4 s (in pink). Then, the associated trajectory segments
are collision checked using the static map. At the same time, a Field Dijkstra approach computes the cost-to-go in absence of dynamic objects (displayed as a color
gradient). Finally, the sampled C1 -continuous trajectory admitting the lowest combined cost is selected for execution during the next control cycle. A color video
of this experiment is available at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org.

we have proposed a framework, which allows for the seamless
integration of Cn -CO into global graph search. Fig. 10 demon-
strates this framework in simulation. It visualizes snapshots at
several time instances along a scenario, where two agents need
to exchange their position within a maze. Global convergence to
their respective goals is obtained despite the presence of concave
static obstacles. Both agents are modeled according to C1-CO
with λ0 = 0.5 s−1 . The time horizon after which interaction ef-
fects are neglected has been selected at τ = 4 s (corresponding
to text ; see Example 3). v∞ is sampled exhaustively using a dis-
cretization of 0.1 m/s and vmax = 1.0 m/s. This results in a tree
composed of at most 441 segments at depth one. Tree segments
in violation with linear constraints stemming from interaction
or in collision with the static map are discarded immediately.
The remaining segments are penalized according to the cells
they traverse. Graph search terminates at a tree depth of one,
at which point it connects to a field Dijkstra heuristic func-
tion (displayed via the color gradient). The edge segment with
the lowest combined cost is selected as solution and executed
for the duration of one control cycle. As a result, the solution
approaches global optimality in purely static environments. In
dynamic environments, on the other hand, no formal optimality
guarantees can be provided due to the decentralized nature of
Cn -CO.

D. Runtime Analysis

Robotic collision avoidance approaches by definition need to
be executable online. It is thus of interest to analyze the per-
formance and scalability of the methods presented in Sections
III–IV. Cn -CO is composed of five main steps, including the
setting of a preferred velocity vpref , the determination of neigh-
boring agents within interaction distance, the computation of
a collision cone (CC) for each neighboring agent, the solution
of the associated linear program (LP), the updating, and, thus,
forward simulation of agents’ states. While the first two and the
fourth step are identical for the considered methods (but may de-
pend on the overall number of agents in the scenario), steps three
and five induce additional computational complexity for n> 0:
The computation of a curved collision cone and the extraction
of its associated linear constraint takes up to 103 times longer
than in the linear case. This is owed to the required sampling
of the cone’s boundary, followed by a convex hull computation.
Similarly, for n> 0, the update of agents’ states needs to be per-
formed via forward simulation of an agent model, which also
produces an (albeit minor) computational overhead. Table I pro-

TABLE I
RUNTIME COMPARISON BETWEEN C 0 -CO, ε C 0 -CO, AND C 1 -CO IN LOCAL

MULTIAGENT SCENARIOS

vides maximal runtime results for each of these steps for C0-CO
(i.e., ORCA [19]), ε C0-CO (i.e., NH-ORCA [21]), as well as
C1-CO. The provided timings are in seconds per agent (consid-
ering n ∈ {1, 10, 100} neighbors, if applicable) and have been
compiled on a single core of an Intel Core2 Duo running at
2.53 GHz. Overall, C1-CO is two orders of magnitude slower
than C0-CO but remains online capable.

VII. DISCUSSION

The presented control obstacle of order n (Cn -CO) gener-
alizes the VO concept and allows holonomic robots to move
along Cn -continuous trajectories, while performing reciprocal
collision avoidance without the necessity of artificially inflat-
ing their shape. Furthermore, through feedback linearization,
we demonstrated that a large class of general linear as well as
nonlinear robot models can be brought into a form suitable for
Cn -CO. The two methods covered—static and dynamic feed-
back linearization—both pose benefits and shortcomings.

As shown in Section IV-C, static feedback linearization is
applicable to fully controllable points only. This implies that
the method is not suitable for nonholonomic systems directly,
but requires a redefinition of the reference point away from
the wheel axles. Since the relative velocity paradigm can only
handle circular robots, this usually results in an increased robot
radius. On the other hand, the order of the statically feedback
linearized system is retained, and thus, the same controller (with
identical parameters) can be chosen for all interacting robots,
independent of their kinematic characteristics.
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Conversely, as shown in Section IV-D, dynamic feedback
linearization can often be directly applied to nonholonomic ref-
erence points. This prevents an artificial inflation in robot ra-
dius. However, in heterogeneous environments, it may result
in robots following control laws of different order of conti-
nuity, which do not directly admit a common treatment under
the presented framework. Equation (5) shows, however, that
the trajectories of higher order models are composed of their
lower order counterparts and ever less relevant additional terms.
These additional terms represent rapidly decaying elements (as
depicted in Fig. 2). In the presence of several robot types, using
Cn -COs of different degrees of continuity, an additional infla-
tion on the robot shape (equal to the decaying parts) may hence
be considered to compensate for the difference between the ex-
pected and the actual trajectory of other vehicles. This suggests
the combination of Cn -CO with the method presented in [23]
for certain multiplatform scenarios.

In a series of experiments, we demonstrated the gain in navi-
gation performance Cn -CO provides over inflated C0-CO. Ben-
efits have been shown to be largest for slow agent dynamics (i.e.,
λ0 ≤ 0.25 s−1) or moderately to densely populated scenes (i.e.,
obstacle and agent density ρ≥ 0.2)—and it is under these cir-
cumstances where the employment of a higher order Cn -CO
formulation pays off most.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we introduced the order n continuous control ob-
stacle (Cn -CO), which allows holonomic agents to move along
collision-free Cn -continuous trajectories, while performing lo-
cal reciprocal collision avoidance among a homogeneous set of
feedback-controlled agents. While holonomic robots rarely re-
quire trajectories of continuity higher than C1 , we showed that a
large class of robot models can be brought into the normal form
suitable for Cn -CO via feedback linearization, thus extending
the method’s applicability to general linear and many nonlin-
ear agents including differentially driven robots, and Ackerman
vehicles. We illustrated that any degree of continuity can be
achieved at these models’ actuators via appropriate selection of
Cn -CO’s order of continuity.

We further established that Cn -CO generalizes RVO and sev-
eral recent VO extensions: First, the approach of [20] has been
shown to be equivalent to applying C0-CO after static feedback
linearization in an off-axis point—as discussed in Section IV-C.
We further extended this method to cars and cars pulling trail-
ers. Second, the approach of [22] represents a specific instance
of C1-CO. Third, the LQR-obstacle method [30] corresponds
to Cn -CO for general linear systems where eigenvalues are
determined according to the solution of an algebraic Riccati
equation.

In summary, Cn -CO represents an extension of the RVO con-
cept toward solution trajectories of higher continuity, including
actuator continuity for nonholonomic agents, and a unification
of several recent extensions to the basic RVO framework. Given
the promising properties of Cn -CO, we are currently investigat-
ing approaches to solve the main remaining limitations of the
relative velocity concept, as laid out in Section I-C.
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